
Image 10 

Bust on plaster by an unknown artist. 

Front view. 

height 64 cm 

width 50 cm

in the Naruse Memorial building.





Image 9

Bronze bust made from the plaster bust from (Image 10) this 
time (in 1984) for the 80th anniversary event of the University.  
It is reddish.

Front view

height 64cm width 50cm 

in the Naruse Memorial building. 


Kotaro TAKAMURA and Tcheremissinoff (2)

Image 11

Viscount Motono in hunting outfit 

by Tcheremissinoff

Selected at 11th « bunten » exhibition (1917) 

Source: Extracted from « Nittenshi » Volume 5, Nitten 
Coporation. 

The model is Ichiro MOTONO, a diplomat and later foreign 
minister serving for  Masatake TERAUCHI cabinet. 


Image 12

Plaster version of Viscount Motono in hunting outfit

The rifle was broken in two parts, the brim of the hat is 
damaged. The year and signature were curved on the 
pedestal, but the last two digits of the year is hard to 
decipher.  Owned by Moriyuki MOTONO(grandson)




Image 13  

Photo of her working on Tozan NAKANO statue in 1915


The size of the photographe: 110 x 161mm, no frame

The photographer of the photo: Ambassador Motono

The photographe is from Tozan style Shakuhachi fondation. 


This photographe was used in the « Tozan gappo » magazine 
(monthly) published in Feb. 1916 no.18


with an article as follows:


« The statue of Tozan in Russia »

Last year when Tozan was in Russia at the Atelier of 
Ambassador MOTONO on the 4th floor of the Japanese 
Embassy in Russia and the female sculptor 
Ms.Tcheremissinoff was about to finish our master’s 
sculpture, the ambassador took this photo.  It was the 3rd of 
October. Ms.Tcheremissinoff is with the sculpture.  Tozan is 
in the middle. The statue is about to be finished. (please 
refere to the article « The Sculpture of Tozan » from 
November last year) 





Image 14 


Existing  Bust of Tozan NAKAO (Bronze)

hieght 90cm

width 58cm


25th anniversary of Tozan in March 1921 

It was constructed by the teachers of Tozan style.

Now it is placed in the court yard of the Tozan style 
Shakuhachi fondation. (in Kyoto)


Souce of this photo is from « Tozan-ryu shi », history of Tozan 
style published in 1932.




Photo 15 


Ms. Tcheremissinoff and Mr. and Mrs. Foreign minister, Ichiro MOTONO 

This photograph is from Moriyuki MOTONO(grandson)

Thcheremissinoff is in the middle of the photo holding a cigarette.

The man in Japanese kimono on the right hand side of her is the foreign minister Motono/

The lady in Kimono standing at the left corner is Mrs. Motono.


Note from Minako:

One of four photos taken in probably Japan.  Other three photos were taken in Russia(the author 
didn’t share it with us in his article)



